Exclusive Offer for GM Dealers & Technicians

WINDOWS 10 UPGRADE & DIAGNOSTIC BUNDLE PROMOTION

REPLACE WINDOWS 7 PCS NOW to ensure that Techline Connect operates efficiently and to continue TCSC support!

Choose your standard or GM configured laptop as recommended by GM

Each PC meets the Dealer Infrastructure Guideline (DIG) Requirements.
Configured Laptops are preloaded with the new Techline Connect Diagnostic Software.

Getac S410 G2

Better

Intel Core i5 processor
8 GB Memory (expandable to 32 GB)
1 TB HDD
14” FHD (1920 x 1080)
Semi Rugged
Windows 10 PRO

GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDSS410G2CON
PROMO: $2,317 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,375

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDSS410G2
PROMO: $2,200 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,233

Dell Precision 5540

Better

Intel Core i5 processor
8 GB Memory
1 TB HDD
15.6” Ultra Sharp FHD (1920 x 1080)
Windows 10 PRO

GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDS5540CONF
PROMO: $2,122 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,235

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDS5540
PROMO: $2,005 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,093

HP EliteBook 840

Best

Intel Core i7 processor
16 GB Memory
512 SSD Drive
14” FHD (1920 x 1080) Sure View Screen
Webcam
Windows 10 PRO

GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDS7KKCONF
PROMO: $1,728 Reg. Dealer Price: $1,857

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDS7KK32
PROMO: $1,612 Reg. Dealer Price: $1,696

MDI 2 / Standard and GM Configured Laptop Packages
Includes MDI 2 and Laptop

Packages only available thru 2/28/2020!

MDI 2 Diagnostic Tool

MDI 2 is the diagnostic tool which services GM vehicles including the Next Generation Digital platform.

Getac S410 G2 Pkg

GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDSGTCPKCON
PROMO: $2,962.53 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,317

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDSGTCPK
PROMO: $2,845.53 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,928.53

Dell Precision 5540 Pkg

GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDSDELPKCON
PROMO: $2,650.53 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,788.53

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDSDELPK
PROMO: $2,650.53 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,788.53

HP EliteBook 840 Pkg

GM Configured:
MODEL NO. CDSHPPKCON
PROMO: $2,373.53 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,552.53

Standard:
MODEL NO. CDSHPPK
PROMO: $2,257.53 Reg. Dealer Price: $2,391.53

* Authorized GM Technicians - To order, Call the GMDE Program at 844-742-8471.
You will need to provide your dealership BAC number. Method of payment is credit card.

Call 844-742-8471 | Login to GMDEsolutions.com

This is a limited time offer. Promotional pricing is valid through 2/28/2020. Please expect up to 4 weeks for product to ship. All products sold F.O.B. shipping point. All applicable freight, installation and tax are additional and will be added at time of invoice. Prices are noted in U.S. Dollars. Prices and product information are subject to change without notice.
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